HÅG Tribute™

The essence of luxury
HÅG Tribute is our most comfortable deluxe task chair to
date. Generously padded and wider, yet visually sleek, this is
a plush and prominent piece of office furniture that isn’t made
just to support you; it’s made to move you too. The aim is to
encourage you to work while providing the essence of luxury
in design.

Dynamic, adventurous
design
Norwegian designer Svein Asbjørnsen collaborated with us
on HÅG Tribute. An outdoor enthusiast with a passion for
the environment, Svein finds inspiration in the natural world
around him. He is renowned for his design and craftsmanship
of fine furniture, and has been a powerful force behind
HÅG’s executive collection. Svein was determined to help
HÅG create the world’s most uncompromisingly comfortable
executive chair.

“I am passionate about how we sit
and how it affects us over time.”
— Svein Asbjørnsen/sapDesign®

Our dedicated team
Each HÅG Tribute chair is manufactured with absolute
precision and lovingly crafted by one of the many skilled
technicians at our factory in Røros, Norway – a historic town
with a magical atmosphere. HÅG has been a major part of the
community here since 1957, and we’re proud to have such a
dedicated team of designers and engineers.

A showpiece in any room
Combining timeless design and enduring quality, HÅG Tribute
is highly sustainable – a value we’ve always promoted at HÅG.
This chair also includes everything we’ve ever discovered
about balanced sitting and lasting comfort. Humans are made
to move and shift position; we’re not meant to sit still for long
periods of time – not in the office or the boardroom.

Features and benefits:

Adjusts to individual needs
HÅG Tribute incorporates our signature HÅG in Balance® technology, which
enables the easy transition between active and relaxed sitting. This dynamic
design continuously supports your body’s movements and boosts your energy
levels. What’s more, HÅG Tribute has a pioneering upper-back bolster and

Active upperback and
headrest*

headrest that give ideal support – a feel-good feature that intuitively responds

Generously
padded seat
& back

whenever you recline. The multifunctional HÅG TiltDown™ armrests are easy
to adjust and allow you to sit much closer to your desk. In addition, the lumbar
support slides smoothly up or down with the turn of a sophisticated wheel to
personalize your sitting experience.
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